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Week of 28th September 2020 

What’s on our mind this week? 

ESG in China – It is not going away 

China Securities Index announced on 21st September the launch of two new ESG indices, 

the CSI 300 ESG Bond Index and the CSI 300 ESG Credit Bond Index with a launch planned 

on 21st October 2020. These two indices will be composed of bonds / credit bonds issued 

by companies among the CSI 300 Index constituents which ESG scores are the highest. 

Unfortunately, the methodology used by CSI to award ESG scores is not disclosed, but 

more information regarding these two indices can be found here for the ESG Bond Index, 

and here for the ESG Credit Bond Index. 

On our side, this news is just confirming what we witnessed for a while already: China 

claims that it wants to turn green and capital markets are expected to play a big role to 

achieve this goal. 

For fixed income, earlier this year the People’s Bank of China (PBoC), the China Securities 

& Regulatory Commission (CSRC), and the National Development & Reform Commission 

(NDRC) announced an updated “Green Bonds Endorsed Projects Catalogue”.  

The first draft (an unofficial translation courtesy of the Climate Bonds Initiative can be 

found here) was opened to consultation over the summer. This catalogue will be used as 

a reference for Chinese Green Bond approval and registration. This new draft is interesting 

as it shows that China strives for both a better harmonization of green bond characteristics 

and by getting closer to global standards.  

Indeed, the definition of Green Bond was clarified1. More critical, the “clean utilization of 

fossil fuels” and the “clean use of coal” have been removed from the list of eligible 

programs. It was one of the most expected measures. It was in reaction to the critics about 

the previous standards. We will review the final version of the catalogue when it is 

published, but it is definitely going in the right direction. 

https://jkcapitalmanagement.com/
http://www.csindex.com.cn/uploads/indices/info/files/20200921/1600675886249593.pdf
http://www.csindex.com.cn/uploads/indices/info/files/20200921/1600675926603224.pdf
https://www.climatebonds.net/files/files/The%20Green%20Bond%20Endorsed%20Project%20Catalogue%20%282020%20Edition%29%20%28Consultation%20draft%200708%29.doc
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For equities, one of the common challenges faced by investors relates to sustainable 

investing in China: It is the limited ESG disclosure by a large number of Chinese 

companies.  

The situation is clearly improving: 85% of the CSI 300 constituents released an ESG report 

in 2019. It was 54% in 2013. Despite the good news, one cannot ignore that only 12% of 

the 2019 ESG reports were audited.  

To tackle the poor quality of ESG disclosure and to reach international standards, the 

Chinese authorities are willing to step in. Indeed, the CSRC is expected to set a new 

framework of mandatory ESG disclosures for all listed companies by the end of this year. 

Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, this may be pushed back to a later date. The framework 

is not expected to be revolutionary, but making it mandatory for all Chinese listed 

companies would definitely show the regulator’s will to see changes. 

We have to keep in mind that ESG still remains a new concept for many A-Share 

companies. If the Chinese regulator wants to avoid these disclosures to become a box-

ticking exercise instead of a critical tool to give a prospective and comprehensive view of 

the ESG profile of the company, we have to hope that these new requirements will be 

delivered alongside unified guidelines and a strong encouragement for companies to 

audit their reports. 

These efforts can be put in perspective of the speech made by President Xi Jinping at the 

General Assembly of the United Nations on 22nd September during which he declared 

that China, under the Paris Climate Agreement, aims to reach its CO2 emissions peak 

before 2030 and to achieve carbon neutrality before 2060. Some would say that it is a 

very bold statement coming from a country which is still responsible for 28% of global 

emissions of carbon dioxide, when others would highlight that no details were provided 

as to how this goal may be reached.  

1 Green bonds refer to marketable securities that use raised funds specifically to support 

green industries, green projects, or green economic activities that meet specified conditions. 

They are issued in accordance with specific legal procedures and include green financial 

bonds, green corporate bonds, green enterprise bonds, green debt financing tools and green 

asset-backed securities. 

—————————————————————————————————— 
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China: The new leg of market opening 

On 25th September 2020, the Chinese regulators have announced the long-awaited 

approved amendments to existing rules for Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors 

(QFII) and RMB Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors (RQFII), effective 1 November 

2020. The new rules further liberalized the QFII and RQFII schemes, by relaxing 

qualification requirements, simplifying the application process, expanding investment 

scope and facilitating investments and operations for QFIIs and RQFIIs. 

QFII and RQFII Schemes are consolidated into one scheme, and rules are integrated. The 

terms QFII and RQFII are jointly referred to as Qualified Foreign Investors (“QFIs”). QFIs 

include foreign fund management institutions, commercial banks, insurance companies, 

securities companies, futures companies, trust companies, government investment 

management companies, sovereign funds, pension funds, charity funds, endowment 

funds, international organisations and other institutions recognised by the CSRC. 

Eligibility criteria such as the minimum Assets under Management (AUM) and years of 

operations that used to be under the QFII rules, as well as the asset management license 

that used to be under the RQFII rules, are all removed. QFIs will need to fill in online 

application forms on the official website of the CSRC. The review cycle of the application 

documents by CSRC was shortened from 20 business days to 10 business days upon 

accepting the application. 

The most crucial change is the expanded investment scope. The new rules defined that 

QFIs may invest in stocks, depository receipts, bonds, bond repurchases (Repos), and 

asset-backed securities, products and derivatives on bonds, interest rates and foreign 

exchange products traded on the China interbank bond market, publicly offered 

securities investment funds, financial futures contracts, commodity futures contracts, 

options, foreign exchange derivatives and other financial instruments as approved by 

the CSRC. QFIs can subscribe to new share issuance, bond issuance, asset-backed 

securities issuance, follow-on share offerings, and rights issue. They can also engage in 

margin trading and securities financing on stock exchanges, and securities lending to 

the securities finance company.  

We have long argued that the inclusion of Chinese equities and bonds as a new asset 

class is an inevitable trend for global asset allocators. China is playing an increasingly 

important role in the global economy, and China is determined to open its financial 

markets. Under the new rules, we expect market access for foreign investors to improve, 

especially for those with sophisticated trading strategies. Separately, FTSE Russell 
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announced that its FTSE World Government Bond Index (WGBI) would start to include 

China government bonds from October 2021. Both news confirm that market 

internationalisation and liberalisation will keep on driving China’s financial markets 

development. 

—————————————————————————————————— 

Evergrande testing the nerves of bond investors 

After five months of consistent gains, the rally in the Asian High Yield market abruptly 

halted last week as a sharp correction in Chinese bonds led to profit taking across the 

whole Asian bond market. The selloff was mostly triggered by a fall in Chinese real estate 

giant Evergrande, which, with a 7% weighting in the AHBI Index, is by a considerable 

margin the largest bond issuer in the Asian High Yield space. Other larger cap property 

developers also saw weakness as a contagion effect began to impact sentiment across 

the sector which had been one of the best performing year-to-date. 

The catalyst for the drop in Evergrande’s stock and bond prices appears to be onshore 

reports of a widely circulated, yet unverified letter allegedly from the Chinese developer’s 

management seeking local government support to obtain approval for the listing of its 

domestic property unit, Hengda Real Estate Group, on the Shenzhen stock exchange. 

Evergrande Group is already listed in Hong Kong but has been looking to issue shares of 

the onshore entity to fund its deleveraging efforts. The letter, which was dated 24th 

August, warned that failure of Hengda’s listing by 31st January 2021 would require 

Evergrande to repay RMB 130bn of pre-IPO investments which could potentially lead to 

severe financial stress and subsequent systemic risk for China. 

The next day the company came out with an announcement describing the rumours 

circulating on the Internet as being “pure defamation” and that the “relevant documents 

and pictures” were “fabricated”. However given the highly geared nature of Evergrande’s 

balance sheet and already well known concerns regarding its 2021 debt maturity wall, the 

market remained sceptical and bonds continued to sell off the next day with the EVERRE 

curve falling as much as 20 points at its lows before seeing a recovery late on Friday 

afternoon (25th September). Bonds have continued to rebound this week after the 

company made further announcements over the weekend regarding its healthy cash flow 

and balance sheet position in order to restore investor confidence. 

https://jkcapitalmanagement.com/
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As China’s largest property company by assets (USD 325bn), Evergrande remains a hugely 

systemically important entity within China, both in terms of supporting the local economy 

(3m employees across its current 866 projects) and financial system exposure (total debt 

>USD 100bn) and so we do not expect an imminent default of the company without some 

form of state support. Evergrande still carries a large valuable land bank and, year-to-

date, has already generated contact sales of over USD 70bn. The company does clearly 

need to de-lever its balance sheet and has reaffirmed its intension to bring down its 

gearing ratio through equity raisings and capex reductions over the next 12-18 months. 

However the key issue facing the company remains liquidity and, in particular, short term 

liability management. While many deem the company too big to fail, solutions to its debt 

management problem are an equally difficult challenge and we expect volatility to prevail 

for the bonds in the near term. On this basis we will continue to hold a significant 

underweight in Evergrande bonds in our JKC Asia 2023 portfolio (vs the High Yield 

indices). However given that the fundamentals of the China property sector remain 

healthy in our view, we will look for any sentiment driven sell-off in other, more favoured, 

developers as a buying opportunity if property bonds reprice back to more attractive 

levels. 

———————————————————————————————————— 
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